Intro
Please reference the following information as our required submission of the second quarterly
report. We continued our efforts and made great strides supporting the goals of the SBA RIC. As
you review the included information, please reach out with any questions or requests for
additional clarification.

Program Actions/Activities
After our strong ramp-up during the first quarter, our team was already executing on the SBA
RIC and making great accomplishments. Throughout the second quarter, we were able to
provide services and support to small businesses on multiple fronts. Information is detailed in
the sections below.
While working the execution of the contract, our team also continued strategic program actions
to continue our path forward. Examples of our work in this area include the following:
•

Initiated outreach to contacts within ATSI who works in support of the Navy Rapid
Innovation Fund. Our objective is to connect with them to host a program event in Utah
where RIC participants will have the opportunity to explore Navy late-stage technology
requirements. This is a significant opportunity for RIC participants to gain access to
federal funds.

•

Researched rural areas in the state of Utah to identify target companies who would
benefit from RIC services. We currently have nearly 100 companies identified to initiate
outreach. During the upcoming quarter, we will develop a cluster map to identify the
most concentrated areas to target our efforts, followed with outreach/RIC expansion.

•

Connected with the Defense Alliance (RIC awardee) to provide them recommendations
on connecting with the USDA Team. Our UAMMI representative connected with Utah’s
USDA team and requested information on behalf of the Defense Alliance. Following the
discussion with USDA, the following information was provided to Defense Alliance RIC
leadership:
1. Associated with the Defense Alliance focus of Advanced Power & Energy the
Rural Utilities Office would be a good connection. Within each office, there are
General Field Reps (GFRs) that would be your POCs.

2. The National (DC) headquarters are complicated and political (there are Program
Administrators, Div. Directors, etc. They have specialty focuses and all role us to
the appointed Secretary.
3. If there is any program deals with a local office or GFR recommend taking it up to
the State Director level – they have been directed to be proactive, partner and
support SBA programs
4. USDA supports some technology development but typically not at the R & D
stage.
5. Some programs that may be worth looking into:
a. REAP Program (renewable energy program – “needs to be shelf-ready”)
b. Reconnect Program
c. Rural Economic Loan programs
d. Relending program (RIP)
e. Rural Energy for America Program (energy efficiency upgrades for SB)
6. USDA will provide letters of support to other agency programs to help show
support
7. USDA will also combine efforts to combine their money with other money
options to get it up to the level that is needed, etc.)
•

UAMMI was asked by Northrop
Grumman Innovation Systems to
sponsor a reception in which small
businesses could have tabletops and
introduce their products and capabilities
to a group of Northrop Grumman
technical experts. These technical
experts were assembled as part of the
Northrop Grumman Materials Forum,
an annual meeting of the leading
scientists in Northrop Grumman to
discuss the company’s recent
innovations and future technical
programs. On the first evening of this 2day event, UAMMI was asked to host a
reception for the experts where 13
small companies, who seek to be

providers to Northrop Grumman, were invited to display their capabilities on tabletops.
Light refreshments were provided. The event was a great success with over 40 experts
in attendance and lively discussions at every tabletop. The facility was the Davis
Technical College and a tour of the fine composites laboratory was given to the experts.
Attendees, experts, and small businesses were also invited to attend the Utah SAMPE
meeting held in an adjacent building where dinner was provided along with a discussion
on entrepreneurship.
•

UAMMI became aware of an opportunity for a small business to make products for the
Procerus Division of Lockheed Martin. Procerus is a spin-out from BYU that captures a
unique technology for control of small drones. Sales are vigorous and Procerus is
growing rapidly. As the time of flight is a major issue with drones, Procerus is seeking
ways to reduce weight and has asked UAMMI to assist in finding a company that could
manufacture a lighter weight battery case. Assuming that the case could be made of
carbon fiber composite, UAMMI contacted companies in that have experience in small,
lightweight composite structures and asked them to submit samples to Procerus.
Advanced Composites was one of those companies and has now been awarded the
contract is beginning to ship cases to Procerus. This is a new product line for Advanced
Composites

•

UAMMI often attends the AeroDef conference as a means of helping identify suppliers
and technologies that would be useful for small businesses in Utah. It is much more
efficient for one UAMMI person to attend rather than several small businesses. Several
important contacts were made including the following: Tecmer, a compounder of
thermoplastics, would be a good source for carbon fiber filled thermoplastics for the
IACMI contract that seeks to use ultra-high modulus carbon fiber in modulus dependent
applications such as automotive;
RobbJack, a maker of machine tools,
would be an excellent source of
cutting tools for Janicki and LR
Dynamics; Baltek, a maker of foam
core materials, could be a supplier to
Niche Snowboards, several ski
manufacturers, snowboard
manufacturers, and Drift; Vinyl
Technology could be a source for

making the Accelerum ballistic shield; Multiax has requested to be part of the UAMMI
database and to have access to searches so that they can find potential customers; Able
Electropolishing provides services to finish metal parts and could be valuable for LR
Dynamics and for Syberjet/Metalcraft; and MWI (Material-Wave Interactions) has a
technology that several of the UAMMI companies could use for quality inspections, thus
reducing the time spent for inspections.
•

Discussed the technical and business merits of McDougal and Norton licensing a carbon
dioxide sequestering technology from Brigham Young University (invented by Larry
Baxter) who have formed a company called Sustainable Energy Solutions to license this
technology. The plan we developed is to locate this technology in Carbon County, Utah
adjacent to the plant that will be built to make metallurgical coke (plant owned by
Ecocoke). This plant will sequester CO2 that can be used as an input for the Solid Carbon
Products licensee plant in Carbon County. The CO2 can also be used as an input for the
Conductive Composites plant in Emery County (about 30 miles away) that is to be
expanded, in part because of UAMMI efforts.

Program Strategic Tools and Events
Our team was also able to utilize valuable tools under the SBA RIC as setup and designed during
the first quarter. Information on those tools and applicable events tied to those tools are listed
below

RAMP
RAMP is a product/startup accelerator fully dedicated
to innovators utilizing carbon fiber, advanced
composites or 3D printing as key components in their
product innovations. It is open to innovators at
different growth stages and across a wide range of
market sectors such as outdoor sports and
recreation, medical devices, building construction,
aerospace, commercial drones and more. Our spring
Cohort was an overwhelming success and provided
incredible results applicable to all of the SBA RIC’s
defined goals and objectives as detailed below.

1. Successfully conducted 10 Week 2019 Spring Cohort of RAMP- Accelerator for
Advanced Materials and 3D Print Innovations:
Successfully conducted the 2019 Spring Cohort of RAMP -a 10-week startup and small
business accelerator specifically focused on products and innovations utilizing advanced
composite materials and 3D printing in their business. RAMP is an entirely new
accelerator dedicated fully to Utah’s advanced manufacturing small businesses and
innovators held from March 1 through June 5, 2019.
2. 10 Small Businesses- Innovators and Startup Teams Participated in 2019 Spring Cohort
of RAMP:
10 startup teams participated in RAMP Spring Cohort 2019. These teams consisted of
startups, existing businesses pivoting their business model, and corporate internal
innovation teams- totaling 25 team members.
3. Successfully Conducted Two Full Day (April 1 and April 8) RAMP Training and
Mentoring Sessions:
Successfully conducted both the 2nd and 3rd all day training and mentoring sessions for
the RAMP teams. Detailed instruction in the Lean Launch methodology was delivered
along with a wide range of topics relevant to innovative startups. Each day consisted of
8 hours of training and mentoring delivered to all RAMP members by 3 industry experts.
4. Successfully Conducted Eight Half Day Training and
Mentoring Sessions:
Following the initial 3 days of training, we successfully
conducted eight follow on weeks of RAMP work sessions
joined in by all RAMP teams, industry mentors and
invited topical experts. (See RAMP Final Curriculum).
Sessions included participation from 6 Master Mentors
and 11 topical experts. Each session consisted of a fourhour block of group training, individual team mentoring,
and reporting on and preparing for homework
assignments. Through the course of the program, teams
fully developed their Lean Canvas for their business.
5. New Innovations- Products- Services Supported by RAMP:
The Spring 2019 Cohort of RAMP consists of 5 SB’s launching new products and
innovations targeting the markets of outdoor recreation, carbon fiber waste recycling,

and new eco-fiber innovations. An additional 5 SB’s are pivoting existing businesses into
new product and service markets utilizing 3D printing technologies.
6. RAMP Teams Developed Prototypes with Technical College Assistance:
RAMP teams received direct advice and assistance in developing their product
prototypes by the faculty and students at the Davis Technical College. This invaluable
assistance included advanced materials prototyping, use of 3D printing capabilities and
aluminum milling of complex product parts. Participants received 65 hours of technical
assistance and 25 hours of usage on technical equipment.
7. RAMP Teams Received Patent Legal Advice and Assistance:
Two patent attorneys presented in-depth information to the RAMP teams on the topic
of legal protections for innovations and patent filings. Each team received individualized
advice and assistance in this area. In total 25 hours of expert patent assistance were
provided.
8. Each RAMP Team Received Financial Support of $20K- Total of $200k:
Each RAMP team received a total of $20k in financial support for participating in the
Spring 2019 Cohort. This support consists of both cash contributions and in-kind
contributions.
9. Utah State SBIR Assistance to RAMP Teams:
Some of the RAMP teams are well
suited for consideration for the
Federal SBIR programs. Utah’s SBIR
Assistance Office met with the
RAMP teams to review the SBIR
program and fit with the teams.
Teams are now engaging with the
Office for direct assistance in applying for SBIR funding.
10. RAMP Teams Received Cash Contribution of $24k:
Grow Utah (part of the UAMMI team) arranged for a cash contribution to be made by
the public entity Davis County Economic Loan Fund for the teams to be used as a tuition
scholarship for their participation in RAMP.

11. Each RAMP Team Received In-Kind Contribution of $170k:
Each RAMP team received an in-kind contribution of services and assistance totaling
$17k for each team. This consisted of access to work stations at the Davis Technical
College made available to each team during the course of RAMP; access to lab training
equipment, time and expertise of industry mentors and advisors, and discounted initial
Lean Launch training materials.
12. RAMP Team Member Pitched to Major Funding Programs:
On May 29, all of the RAMP teams pitched their businesses in a private session with
representatives from major public and private seed funding sources from the region.
This included representatives from Ogden City’s Microenterprise Loan Fund, Davis
Economic Loan Fund, Mountain West Small Business Finance and Utah State SBIR
Assistance Program leaders. RAMP team members are following up and applying for
funding loans and grants.
13. RAMP Teams Participation in Adventure Gear Tradeshow June 28- 30:
Under the RAMP program, arrangements were made

for teams to exhibit at a multi-state outdoor
products trade show. This multi-day event hosted
some 15,000 attendees and outdoor products
company representatives. Three RAMP teams
exhibited at the event and were able to further vet
their business innovations and sign up early
customers. In addition, RAMP teams attended a
business summit and received training on business
growth strategies as well as introductions with potential seed investors and strategic
partners for the RAMP teams.
14. RAMP Spring 2019 Cohort Corporate Partner Plant Visits:
Hosted the 10 RAMP teams on plant visits and tours of two major corporate partners in
the region- Parker Hannifin and Enve Sports. The visits consisted of in-depth tours of the
partner's internal operations including all aspects of the respective production
innovations. Manufacturing processes were reviewed and unique insight provided to
the challenges and solutions of production scaling. All RAMP team members gained
helpful insight into their own processes as well as made valuable contacts with the
corporate partners.

15. RAMP Presentations at SAMPE Banquet April 17:
The RAMP program was presented at the SAMPE
Banquet attended by over 100 SAMPE representatives.
A RAMP team was selected to present their company
at the banquet and serve on a panel discussion about
innovation and partnerships. This provided great
awareness to the corporate members of SAMPE of
RAMP and specific RAMP team members.
16. Web site Consulting for Blacksmith Manufacturing and Design:
Assisted a newly outsourced production company with its website design and social
media outreach providing 6 hours of consultation.
17. RAMP Teams for Underserved Areas:
The 2019 Spring Cohort of RAMP had three teams from underserved, rural areas
participate. The success of these teams beneficially impacts each of these regions.
18. Individual RAMP training/mentoring examples:
a. Trained Ken Burton whose product is a collapsible cooking pot for backpack
users. Helped with the material of the interior coating and the material of the
sides as well as some suggestions for structural improvement.
b. Trained Carl Dilg and Carl Jensen of Eco Fiber. Discussed the breadth of his scope
and suggested a limitation to being a fiber prepreg supplier only. Also discussed
potential markets.
c. Helped Kyle Stringham with Puretek, a walking pole with an integral water
filtration system. Discussed materials of the part and cost reductions.
d. Helped Daniel Malmrose whose product is focused on recyclable and naturally
sourced composites. Gave some suggestions for suppliers.
e. Helped Cameron Turnbow of Arctic Pack whose product is a shaped bottle that is
both ergonomic and thermally insulating. Suggested some improvements in
materials.

f. Helped Tyler Margetts of LR Dynamics who is initiating a new product line of
additive manufactured products and is also exploring new business in making
molds for plastic molding.
Each of these companies represents a new product line and also a new job for the
entrepreneur.

UAMMI Supply Chain Tool
Designed and constructed over the last year, this custom database
tracks the complex Utah composites supply chain and identifies
specific gaps and areas of opportunity for new business and new
business services within the cluster. This tool serves as a virtual
collaboration center where business needs are matched with new
Utah business partners, regardless of geographic location. In a
world of diverse and geographically dispersed supply chains, a
virtual tool allowing collaboration is critical. The value of this tool
is even more significant considering the rural focus of the regional
innovative cluster.
1. In Q2 2019, there were 23 new users registered for the SCT from 18 organizations. 12 of
the 18 were industry, mostly small business looking to connect with the large businesses
previously registered for the tool in Q1. The remaining users are tied to R&D and
workforce.
2. Supply chain risk is a challenging prospect for large manufacturers, but even more
challenging for small and medium-sized manufacturers. Functionality was added this
quarter that screens a manufacturer's customers and suppliers within the SCT against 11
export screening lists of the Departments of Commerce, State and the Treasury to
ensure business and supply chain partners are cleared for doing business in the US. A
recent NIST study showed that only 9% of OEMs have supply chain visibility beyond tier
2 suppliers, only 49% have tier 1 visibility, and 4% report having no visibility at all. The
UAMMI Supply Chain Tool now provides the ability for small manufacturers to avoid the
heavy penalties for doing business with blacklisted companies and provides validation of
the supply chain through all tiers that are uploaded into the tool.
3. The SCT Exchange Center activity increases in Q2. TCR Composites listed surplus
prepreg unitape to donate to educational institutions in Utah. Additionally, two higher

ed institutions posted needs related to composites. Through the Exchange Center,
UAMMI is assisting a local manufacturer to find a company with large oven capacity for
their composites needs.
4. Using the UAMMI supply chain
tool, we helped Conductive
Composites find a company that
could do lamination of a new
product. Preliminary samples of
the product were shown to the
potential customer as one-foot
square samples. The customer was delighted with the product but indicated that the
size needed would be four-foot by four-foot. We were asked if there were laminators
that could make parts that were at least 4-foot on a side and we identified 3 potential
laminators. Conductive Composites is a rural company (Heber City).
5. Rolf Johns of Go Composites called to get UAMMI assistance in finding a twin-screw
compounding extruder for a new product that he is making. We identified 6 companies
in the area and also facilitated the use of the UAMMI supply chain tool to navigate his
ongoing search.

Outreach and Marketing
In order to increase the visibility of UAMMI to the SBA RIC target audience, UAMMI executed
extensive outreach and marketing efforts. A sample of those efforts is listed below for your
reference.
1. UAMMI Outreach- Newsletter: Issued two newsletters of the Utah Advanced Materials
and Manufacturing Initiative to some 2,000 recipients. The newsletter serves as the
main outreach and communication tool for the industry providing relevant information
and insight into the Utah industry.
2. UAMMI Outreach- Email Circulation:
Issued three UAMMI emails to 2,000 recipients at each mailing promoting RAMP,
relevant industry information and Crosstalk follow up.

3. UAMMI Outreach- Website:
Managed and updated the
UAMMI website with relevant
industry information and key
events and new business
opportunities. The website
received 500 visitations per
month with 1,500 visitors for the
reporting period.
4. RAMP Outreach Targeted
Underserved Areas- Weber
County, Box Elder County, and
Carbon County:
RAMP outreach efforts targeted
specifically the traditionally
underserved areas of Weber
County, Box Elder County and the
rural areas of Carbon County.
These outreach efforts created
awareness of the RAMP program
across these regions that will
benefit future cohorts of RAMP.

Cluster Training, Engagement, and Assistance
Our team worked very closely with multiple inviduals and organizations in order to target our
support to their specific needs. The ongoing training and engagement provided by the UAMMI
RIC team continues to help foster growth and innovation in our cluster. While the following are
only a sample of the detailed activities and efforts executed by the UAMMI team, we believe
that illustrating a few items of interest is valuable to the SBA team.
1. A small, rural (Brigham City) company, HyperComp, that makes small, composite
pressure tanks is seeking to reduce price and improve performance by changing from
the use of a rotomolded liner to a blow molded liner. UAMMI was asked to find blow
molders in Utah who might be willing to work with HyperComp to make the liners.

UAMMI found 5 potential blowmolders and gave the contact information to
HyperComp.
2. Engaged Accelerum, an investment company that is seeking to exploit a technology that
was developed at Brigham Young University and a license from BYU was obtained. After
some discussion of the technology and the path to market, BYU granted Accelerum the
license and a new company was formed. The new company is called Advanced
Technology Compliant Solutions (ATCS). The new company is a joint venture between
Accelerum and U.S. Defense Group, Inc. (USDGI). The technology is an armored device
that is held in one hand (not worn), portable and easily stored but can be rapidly
deployed. The initial markets are police officers (who use it to protect themselves when
emerging from their car), schools, malls, amusement parks and similar high-risk areas
where terrorists might attempt their carnage. UAMMI helps with materials
specifications, design and manufacturing development. USDGI is a 2-year old Utahbased company that sells to law enforcement agencies throughout the world. The
combination of Accelerum and USDGI brings an existing marketing organization with
extensive experience in field operations together with a company that has a license for
new technology and the ability to reach many other markets besides law enforcement
(such as schools and amusement parks). UAMMI provides the technical capability for
design and manufacturing. UAMMI is currently assisting in the staffing of ATCS and in
outlining the supply chain for the materials. UAMMI is also outlining the manufacturing
system and helping to identify companies that might be contracted to do the various
manufacturing steps. (ATCS anticipates that it will initially out-source the
manufacturing.) One of the products that shows high promise is the personal shield for
police officers who can store the folded shield easily in the passenger seat next to them
and then easily open the shield as they exit the car. A prototype of this product has
been made and a video demonstration of the product is attached.
3. Mentored Drift is a manufacturer of snowshoes for snowboarders. When the
snowboarder has completed a downhill run and wants to make another run, sometimes
there is no lift nearby and so the snowboarder needs snowshoes to hike up the
mountain. Drift is a very small company (10 employees) and has some trouble making
proper connections for supplies. We offer them support on that front as well as in
developing manufacturing technology. We were able to get them started using the
supply chain tool and also gave assistance with manufacturing.

4. Engaged Otto Bock, a maker of
prosthetic devices, during a tour of
the Otto Bock manufacturing plant.
We noted that many of the molds
used to make the prosthetics were
aluminum. We inquired about the
possibilities of using LR Dynamics, an
aluminum foundry company that is
trying to move into mold making, and Otto Bock said that they would gladly entertain
bids from LR Dynamics to make the molds. Otto Bock also agreed to become active in
the UAMMI supply chain tool and saw it as a way to enhance their purchasing
effectiveness.
5. Provided a round-table discussion opportunity with representatives from the
Department of Commerce for the following small businesses: ENVE, Radius Engineering,
Janicki, Kihomac, LR Dynamics, NAMMO, RockWest Composites, and Deseret Unmanned
Aerial Systems. Also, several large companies attended, providing a chance for
networking between the small and large companies. The large companies were: Boeing,
Northrop Grumman, Lockheed, Hill AFB, Parker Aerospace, Hexcel, Edwards
Lifesciences, Stadler Rail, USU, BYU, WSU, and U of U as well as representatives from
City of Ogden and SLCC.
6. Worked with Conductive Composites to define a new product for the Department of
Defense. This product provides protection from electronic espionage. The product is
based on nickel-coated carbon fiber that has been made into a part using the UAMMI
additive manufacturing machine. Conductive Composites is a small, rural company.
7. Through our attendance at JEC and other export-oriented conferences, we met the
president of CFK Valley, a non-profit consortium of advanced materials and
manufacturing companies located in Germany. After discussions with CFK Valley and
comparisons of the similarities of their organization with UAMMI, they invited UAMMI
to be their partner for the 2019 conference on advanced materials and manufacturing
to be held in Stade, Germany on June 12-13, 2019. Each year CFK Valley picks a country
to be the featured participant and chooses a partner from that country. For 2019 the
country chosen is the United States and UAMMI is the partner. We were given prime
locations in the exposition accompanying the conference for Utah companies who
wanted to expand their exports and make connections with European companies. We

were also given the right to have our
invited companies speak at the conference.
The cost of the booth was $5000 and 3
Utah companies accepted our invitation to
participate. The companies were: ACT
Aerospace (a small, rural company), TCR
Composites (a small company), and
Northrop Grumman (a large aerospace
company). Each of the companies also gave a presentation at the conference. The
companies were also invited to tour the Airbus manufacturing facility in Stade and other
laboratories in the area. We later learned that Airbus was holding a technical
conference for their engineers at the same facility and that, with permission, the Utah
companies would be allowed to make a presentation directly to the Airbus engineers.
The conference and expo were a great success (over 450 attendees and 50 exhibitors)
and UAMMI was a featured partner. We gave opening remarks, arranged for
Congressman Bishop from Utah to address the conference (by video), arranged for the
US Consul General in Hamburg to address the conference, and participated in a
technical panel that was featured in the conference. A brochure on the conference is
attached.
8. While at the AeroDef conference, we met with 3A Composites, the makers of
Allucobond, a metal/foam sandwich that could serve as the structural components of
the bullet-proof shield that is being developed with Accelerum. Through the
conversation with 3A
Composites, we established a
tentative specification for the
panels. 3A Composites has
now made the panels and
shipped samples to UAMMI for
evaluation.
9. Referred LR Dynamics to General Atomic as a possible customer for aluminum tooling.
The owner of LR Dynamics met with the general manager of General Atomic and they
are investigating potential products.
10. UAMMI staff have long been a member of the technical advisory board for Solid Carbon
Products (SCP), a minority-owned small business that has a unique process for making

carbon nano-products. We recently received a request from a potential licensee of the
SCP process to discuss the technical merits of their products. (SCP suggested the contact
be made.) UAMMI met with David McDougal and Jeff Norton, the potential licensees
and explained the process, products and outlined the potential markets and volumes for
the SCP products. The vision is that a licensee is obtained (now in final negotiations) and
that a plant is built in rural Utah to make carbon nano-fibers. These nano-fibers will then
be compounded into plastic and molded by or for an automobile company to
demonstrate the enhanced properties that these fibers can provide.
11. We worked with ATCS on their supply chain and have suggested that the
cutting/sewing/assembly of the product be done either at ACT (Gunnison, UT) or at a
new sewing operation that is being established in Carbon County, Utah. These will bring
3-4 additional jobs to those areas. ATCS is contacting the Governor’s Office of Economic
Development (GOED) to get the names of the contacts for the new sewing company. I
will provide the contacts at ACT.

Summary
The above information is not all inclusive of every meeting, counseling service, or activity
executed by the UAMMI team, but this is a representative sample of the ongoing work during
the second quarter. We are very pleased by the success of our engagement and execution
activities, the wonderful event participation, growth and use of our IST tools, and individual
company assistance provided by the UAMMI team. We look forward to continuing these strides
with a successful 3rd quarter as we continue to support the SBA in the Utah region through our
SBA RIC Partnership.

